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Imaging and Genetics Pilot Study Fund Application  

 

 
This fund is for CCACE Members only. 
 
Completed application forms should be submitted to: 
 

Anna Sim 

  CCACE Secretary 

Office Use Only  Department of Psychology 

Date received   7 George Square 

Application Number   Edinburgh 

Date to Executive Committee   EH8 9JZ 

OUTCOME   Email: anna.sim@ed.ac.uk 

   
For further information or help with your application please contact: 

Beverly Roberts, CCACE Scientific Administrator 
Phone: 0131 650 3368 
Email: beverly.roberts@ed.ac.uk 

 
 
 

Applying to:     Imaging fund                  Genetics fund 
 

Study title (max 20 words):  

Visual short-term memory for features and objects: insights from an fMRI study. 

Principal investigator 

Name:  Position:  

Address:  Telephone:  

 E-mail:  

  

Details of co-investigators and collaborators other than PI (please add extra lines as required) 

Name: Designation / job function: Department / affiliation: 

   

   

   

 

Student project:    No 

If yes, name of student: 
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2. 

 

 
 
 

Estimated duration of project:  

Start date: 01/05/2009 End date: 01/11/2009 

 

Total amount applied for (£): 4,684.00 

 

Breakdown of funds requested (these funds cannot be used for salaries): 

Type (e.g.materials) Details Amount (£) 

Cost of the fMRI scan 1 hr session fMRI scan (£450  x Scan x 10 scans) 4500.00 

Honorary and travel 
expenses for 
participants £8 x hr + bus fare (£1.20) 2 hr x participants 184.00 

   

   

   

   

 

Additional funds secured from elsewhere? (please give details):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please attach a maximum of two A4 pages with the following information (use Arial 10 point): 

 
Research title  
Visual short-term memory for features and objects: insights from an fMRI study. 
 
Research questions/aims 

1. Are objects defined by bound features which define their identity (e.g., colours and object shapes) 
processed by brain regions similar to those involved in the processing of the individual features?  

2. Does the level of processing (i.e., features vs. objects) impact on the level of brain activation?  
3. Are prefrontal and parietal cortices the sole regions involve in processing these types of information 

or MTL structures also play a role? 
 
This is a pilot project in preparation for a project application to Wellcome Trust.  
 
Memory binding refers to how a memory system supports temporary retention of combinations of features 
(e.g. colours, shapes, locations) for ongoing cognitive tasks. Humans undertake binding continuously, a 
breakdown of which with age or neurodegenerative diseases can undermine independent living. Keeping 
track of changes in the environment requires temporary formation of integrated sets of features. The link 
between features may be fleeting, with continual updating of current locations of predators, or in a human 
context, remembering whether the oval or round pill was taken, or who said what during a conversation. 
Some recent evidence identifies deficits in some types of temporary binding as cognitive preclinical markers  

SECTION B – COSTING INFORMATION 

SECTION C – STUDY INFORMATION 



                               

            

3. 

 

for Alzheimer's disease that are not shown in healthy ageing. However, little is known about how temporary 
binding is affected by cognitive ageing or progressive brain pathology, or what relationships there are 
between binding deficits and extent of atrophy in brain structures and brain connectivity. Moreover, how 
binding is achieved in the healthy brain presents a significant challenge in understanding intact and 
damaged biological memory systems.  
 
There seem to be different forms of representations formed in temporary memory tasks, depending on the 
type of features that are to be remembered. For example, we have found that young and older healthy 
volunteers can remember equally well shapes bound with colours, and shapes presented as single features 
(Brockmole, Parra, Della Sala, & Logie, 2008). However, healthy participants perform better with 
unicoloured than bilcoloured objects. In none of these forms of binding is there an age-related deficit (Parra, 
Abrahams, Logie, & Della Sala, 2009). There is evidence of age-related impariments when object-location 
bindings are required Olson, Chatterjee, Page, & Verfaellie, 2005),  and several forms of binding appear 
sensitive to early stage Alzheimer disease (Parra, Abrahams, Fabi, Logie, Luzzi & Della Sala, 2009).   
However, there is little understanding of the neural correlates of these feature- or object-based 
representation formats of STM. The limited accounts available suggest that the prefrontal cortex seems to 
play a crucial role in the integrative functions carried out in working memory (Prabhakaran, Narayanan, 
Zhao, & Gabrieli, 2000). Other evidence suggests that the posterior parietal regions are also involved in 
object processing, showing greater activation when objects comprised integrated features as compared to 
unifeature objects (Xu, 2007). In addition to this neocortical network, the hippocampus has been found to be 
activated during STM processing of bound features (Hannula & Ranganath, 2008; Olson et al., 2006), but 
appears to depend on whether or not location is a to-be-bound feature or long-term learning is involved. 
Some outstanding questions within this field are: (a) Are objects defined by bound features that define their 
identity (e.g., colours and object shapes) processed by brain regions similar to those involved in processing 
objects defined by inter-item associations (e.g. objects-locations)? Is STM binding of features a function 
subserved by neocortical regions (e.g., ventral visual pathway) or does it also rely on the hippocampus? 
Does the processing of unifeature objects occur in brain regions similar to those involve in processing 
multifeature objects? Do both forms of representation (i.e., object-based or feature-based) demand similar 
anatomical resources?  
 
Method, analysis, power 
 
The task involves short-term memory for objects defined by single features (i.e., colours or random 
polygons) or by bound features (i.e., coloured polygons)

1
. During the task, participants detect changes 

between an initial and a second display sequentially presented. In 50% of the trials both displays presented 
the same items. In the other 50%, new features replaced old features (i.e., shapes or colours) or items 
swapped features (i.e., the binding condition) in the second display. Displays present 4 items for single 
feature conditions and 4 or 2 items in the binding conditions. These array sizes would enable the 
assessment of whether representing bound information in STM requires less brain resources than holding 
individual features (set size 4 for single features vs. set size 4 for bound features) or whether this object-
based representation does not translate into brain economy (set size 4 for single features vs. set size 2 for 
bound features). Ten healthy young volunteers will be asked to perform this task within the fMRI scanner. 
Sample size is equivalent to that used in previous fMRI binding studies. Figure 1 displays an example trial. 

                                                 

1 We piloted this task in 28 healthy young volunteers, and assessed the impact of the fMRI environment on performance comparing 

performance in a cognitive lab setting with performance in a fMRI scanner simulator using a within-subjects design. We found no effect 
of the fMRI setting on performance. Therefore, future fMRI findings with this task would be reliably attributable to the functional 
activations that results from performing the task rather than to environmental or external factors (e.g., anxiety, claustrophobia, noise). 
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Figure 1. An example trial in the condition assessing memory for colour only. The Delay and ITI are 6, 8, 

10, or 14 sec presented in random order. At the beginning of each condition (Block), participants will be 
informed what type of memory will be assessed. A reminder will be presented every 8 trials. Each condition 
presents 32 trials per set size. The total duration of the task is 20 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 2. Results of the pilot study involving 

28 young healthy volunteers. The repeated-
measure ANOVA model showed a significant 
effect of condition [F(2,54) = 50.25, p < 0.001] 
whereby performance in colour only condition 
was better than shape only and shape-colour 
binding with 4 items. Performance in these last 
two conditions did not differ. When 
performance with 2 items in the binding 
condition was entered in the model instead of 
with 4 items, this was significantly better than 
performance in shape only but not than in 
colour only. These results further support the 
suggestion that these shapes and colours are 
bound in visual STM in an object-based 
format. 
 

For the fMRI session an event-related protocol will be used. The scanning session is divided in three blocks 
during which shapes only, colours only, or combinations of shapes and colours will be presented. Imaging 
will be carried out at the Scottish Brain Imaging Research Centre (SBIRC). The imaging protocol consists of 
a localizer scan, followed by a T2-weighted fast spin-echo sequence, a structural T1 weighted sequence 
and one functional imaging paradigm. For the image processing and analysis EPI and T1 images will be 
reconstructed offline using DICOM convert functions available in SPM (Statistical Parametric Mapping) 
running in Matlab. Scan analysis will be conducted using standard procedures using the general linear 
model approach as implemented in SPM5. 
 
Neuroimaging predictions 
 
We predict that processing individual features and integrated objects will rely on prefrontal and parietal 
networks. The level of processing (features vs. objects) will interact with the ROI. This interaction will reflect 
a greater prefrontal activation with less recruited volume when integrated objects are processed as 
compared to temporo-parietal regions. Temporo-parietal regions however, would show greater activation 
with larger recruited volume during feature processing. We do not predict hippocampal involvement in the 
processing of these type of materials, particularly, the integrated objects.  

 

Rationale as a pilot study 

This is a pilot fMRI study to examine the feasibility of studying the brain activations associated with binding 
in short-term memory. The larger scale proposal will address temporary binding in healthy and pathological 
aging. Here we plan to pilot our planned fMRI protocol with some healthy young participants. In so doing we 
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5. 

 

will also address a scientific question about brain activation correlates of temporary memory for single 
features compared with bound objects, and whether or not there is hippocampal involvement when location 
is not a relevant feature and there is no long-term learning. This should produce a scientific output from this 
pilot study in its own right as well as being the foundation for fMRI protocols to study binding in healthy 
ageing brains and in neurodegeneration.  

 


